
Minutes of Burst Group telecon 25 June 2002, 3:00 to 4:15 p.m. Eastern time
(minutes drafted by Peter Saulson)

   The topic of the meeting was the Burst Group’s run plan for S1.

   The following aspects of the run plan were agreed on after discussion among the
various authors:

! DSO authors will be responsible for launching, tuning, and monitoring the progress of
their DSOs.

! Glitch monitor authors will be responsible for designing their config files and for
monitoring the progress of their monitors. Authors are encouraged to share
descriptions of their config files with others in the Burst Group. John Zweizig will
play his usual role as overall coordinator of the DMT.

! Each author will write a daily report on the status of his/her DSO or monitor. Those
aspects of the report that clearly belong in an individual detector elog should be
placed there, with a pointer to that report being placed in the Burst enotebook. (URL
given below.) Reports that pertain to the Burst search as opposed to individual
detectors or sites should be placed directly in the Burst enotebook. Authors are also
encouraged to used the burst email list to communicate, but that should not replace
reports put in the appropriate log.

Burst enotebook: http://cosmos.nirvana.phys.psu.edu/enote/
Burst email list: bursts@gravity.phys.psu.edu

   Two related issues received especially lively discussion: 1) the question of defining
playground data and 2) what real-time investigations would be permitted or forbidden in
non-playground segments. The following consensus was achieved:

! Segments of playground data will be designated for every day. This designation will
be made by a Playground Committee, that will include members from both the Burst
and the Inspiral groups. The Playground Committee will make its designations known
promptly.

! On non-playground data, it is forbidden to check for coincidences between different
interferometers’ gravity wave output channels. On playground data, all investigations
are encouraged.

! Coincidences between H1 and H2 output channels can be sought during playground
segments or when L1 is out of lock.

http://cosmos.nirvana.phys.psu.edu/enote/

